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SUMMARY 

The CDL 1-36 claims are located 70 km (by air) northeast of Whitehorse, Yukon on NTS mapsheet 105E/7 between 

the north end of Lake Laberge and the Teslin River. The claims were staked to cover ground considered favorable for 

intrusion-related mineralization, particularly alkali gold copper porphyry mineralization analogous to that found on 

the MARS Minfile occurrence 10 km to the south. The CDL project was approved for funding in May, 2019 under the 

“focused regional” module of the Yukon Mineral Exploration Program. 

The CDL property is underlain mainly by Jurassic Laberge Group sedimentary rocks and minor Triassic Lewes River 

Group limestone.  These units are intruded by middle Jurassic Bryde Suite monzonite. A large, prominent magnetic 

high is related to the monzonitic intrusions on the CDL property. These intrusions are thought to be less eroded at 

the CDL property than at the MARS property, and therefore have potential for a greater vertical extent of 

mineralization.  The BACON Minfile occurrence and a polymetallic skarn are found in the northern part of the 

property. 

The 2019 work program included 94 soil samples and 7 rock samples sent for analysis. A portable XRF unit was used 

in the field to screen samples and guide daily work. Petrographic descriptions by Dr. T. LIverton were commissioned 

to advance knowledge of rock composition and alteration zones.  

The CDL project is an early stage mineral exploration property with poor outcrop, heavy vegetation, poor visibility, 

and moraine blanket soils that in places may not reflect bedrock. The 2019 program was useful for orientation, 

locating important geological and logistical features, and confirming locations of reported mineralization, historical 

campsites and cutlines, and evaluating effectiveness of soil geochemistry. Further prospecting and geochemistry 

work is recommended, focused on the potential for alkalic copper-gold porphyry mineralization.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The authors prepared this Technical Report to satisfy the reporting requirements of the Yukon Mineral Exploration 

Program (YMEP) funded by the Government of Yukon. YMEP is designed to support individuals exploring for mineral 

occurrences in the Yukon by supplying some of the risk capital to locate, explore, and develop mineral exploration 

targets.  In May 2019, the CDL project was approved for YMEP funding under the “focused regional” module.  Under 

the terms of the YMEP funding agreement, a Technical Report for the CDL property is to be submitted to 

Government of Yukon by January 31, 2020. 

This report documents the previous work, geology, mineralization, exploration target parameters, and results of the 

fieldwork performed in 2019. Most historical information presented in this report is obtained from public 

documents, assessment reports, and other literature sources cited. 

W. Mann conducted staking on the property on June 10, 2019. At the same time, the CDL project area was assessed 

for geological structures, potential campsites, and ground accessibility to areas of interest.  L. Walton and W. Mann, 

assisted by C. Ouellette, conducted fieldwork on the property from September 1-6, 2019. Fieldwork consisted of 

prospecting, soil and rock sampling, and re-locating sites of previous exploration activity to validate and compile GPS 

location coordinates. 

LOCATION, ACCESS and CLAIM STATUS 

The CDL property is located 70 km (by air) northeast of Whitehorse, Yukon on NTS mapsheet 105E/7 between the 

north end of Lake Laberge and the west bank of the Teslin River (Figure 1).  The property consists of 36 contiguous 

quartz claims north of Miller Creek, covering 752.4 hectares centered at latitude 61⁰ 24’N and 134⁰ 54’W. 

Figure 1   CDL Property Location Map 
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The property is accessed by helicopter from Whitehorse. Landing sites are rare due to thick forest cover. During the 

2019 field program, vegetation at historical landing sites was re-cut for future access. Suitable landing site 

coordinates and notes are presented in Table 1. It may be possible to land a float plane on Little Miller Lake, which 

marks the south boundary of the CDL area of interest. A winter tote trail to the Livingstone Creek placer mining area 

passes within 25 km of the CDL claims (Figure 2). 

Figure 2  CDL and Area of Interest 

 

Table 1  CDL Property Helicopter Landing Sites 

Site East North Description 

2019 Camp 505840 6807280 Highest point on claims, good camp site, central 

1999 Camp 505100 6808510 Good landing site and camp site 

Cutline Camp 505190 6806840 Near pond and head of cutline, good campsite 

Staking pickup 504880 6809430 Above large limestone outcrop, marginal camping 

Toe-in site 504990 6804300 Above large outcrop - needs more cutting to land 

(UTM WGS 84 Zone 8V) 

 

The CDL 1-36 claims (Grant No. YD132137-YD132172) were located on June 10, 2019 and recorded on June 12 with 

the Whitehorse Mining Recorder (Figure 2). The CDL claims are registered (100%) in the name of William Mann and 

are in good standing under the Quartz Mining Act until June 12, 2020. William Mann holds the claims in a 49%/51% 

partnership with Lori Walton. 
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Figure 3   CDL 1-36 Claimblock 

 

TOPOGRAPHY, VEGETATION AND CLIMATE 

The claims cover a moderately rugged mountainous area that lies below treeline, within the Yukon Plateau 

physiographic region. The lowest elevation on the property lies above the valley floor at about 2800 feet (850 m), 

and extends to the highest peak in the area at 4234 feet (1290 m), where the 2019 camp was located.  
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The climate is cool and arid, with warm summers and long, cold winters. The property is normally free of snow from 

late May to late September.  

The property lies within the Yukon Southern Lakes ecoregion of the Boreal Cordillera ecozone (Smith et. al., 2004). 

The claims are covered by boreal/subalpine coniferous forest, with a thick mixture of subalpine fir, pine, white 

spruce, aspen and rare paper birch. A thick understory of dwarf birch, willow, alder and other shrubs is present in 

most areas. The claim area has not been burnt by forest fire in recent decades. The claims lie within the sporadic 

discontinuous permafrost zone, with some frost encountered in soil sample holes, especially at higher elevations 

and on north or east facing slopes. 

PROPERTY HISTORY 

Placer gold was discovered in the late 1800s in the Livingstone Creek area, 30 km to the southeast of the CDL 

property. The first 1:250,000 geological map of the area was released by the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) in 

1938 (Bostock and Lees, 1938).  

There are no records of mineral discoveries in the general area prior to 1971. The history of the TUV/DDH/MARS 

porphyry occurrence south of Miller Creek is included due to its proximity and geological similarity to the CDL 

property. The CDL property has also been known as the BOND, BACON, or JAVA property. 

1971  

United Keno Hill Mines Ltd, in a joint venture with Falconbridge and Canadian Superior, carried out a regional 

helicopter-supported stream sediment sampling program. Selected grab rock samples returned up to 0.53% copper 

and 0.04% molybdenum in the area south of Miller Creek.  Over 900 soil sample results showed small, isolated, 

erratic anomalies paralleling the main ridge topography (Pangman, P.G. and VanTassell, 1972).  

1975 

The DC Syndicate (Dome and Cominco) conducted a large-scale reconnaissance exploration program for copper in 

the area north of Whitehorse and east of Lake Laberge. The DC Syndicate targeted small intrusive bodies which were 

thought to be favorable targets for porphyry copper deposits and related mineralized skarns. The BOND claims were 

staked by the DC Syndicate within the CDL project area to cover minor malachite, chalcopyrite and molybedenite 

mineralization associated with monzonite north of Miller Creek. Geological mapping and soil sampling work was 

completed1and the “Bacon” Minfile (105E 027) occurrence is recorded.  

1978- 1979  

Surficial geological mapping of the area is completed (Klassen and Morison, 1987). A moraine blanket is mapped at 

the CDL property.  

1984  

The GSC releases an updated 1:250,000 scale map of the Laberge area (Tempelman-Kluit, 1984). The intrusive stock 

underlying the TUV porphyry copper occurrence south of Miller Creek is dated as Jurassic. The map shows several 

small exposures of the Jurassic intrusive north of Miller Creek.  

1996-2000  

TUV/DDH/MARS Minfile Occurrence – south of Miller Creek 
In 1996 the TUV occurrence on Windy Mountain south of Miller Creek was staked as the DDH and MARS claims. 

Fieldwork by Camdan Exploration including prospecting, mapping, soil sampling and a ground magnetic survey 

                                                           

1
 No assessment work was recorded. 
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confirmed the gold content of the porphyry system and the presence of abundant magnetite veins and 

disseminations (Walton, 1996). The property was optioned to Placer Dome Canada in 1997 who flew an airborne 

gamma-ray and magnetic geophysics survey and completed additional sampling over the property (Wark, 1997). 

The Yukon Geological Survey studied the geology and geochemistry of the underlying monzonite on the MARS 

property, termed the Teslin Crossing Pluton, and determined that the pluton is consistent with Jurassic alkali plutons 

in British Columbia that host gold-rich porphyry copper deposits (Hart, 1997). 

BACON/JAVA Minfile Occurrence – north of Miller Creek 

The original BOND claims area north of Miller Creek and explored by the DC Syndicate was re-staked as the JAVA 

property in 1997 by Camdan Exploration to cover an aeromagnetic anomaly similar to the one underlying the 

TUV/DDH/MARS property south of Miller Creek. Camdan carried out small prospecting and rock and soil sampling 

programs in 1997 and 1999. Massive to semi-massive chalcopyrite-sphalerite skarn mineralization was discovered in 

1997 (Ouellette, 1997 and 2000).   

2001 to 2004 

TUV/DDH/MARS Minfile Occurrence – south of Miller Creek 
Saturn Ventures Inc. conducted rock and soil sampling on the DDH/MARS claims. Rock samples from mineralized 

zones returned up to 1.7% copper and 4,790 ppb gold. In 2004 Saturn completed 827 m of diamond drilling in seven 

holes. The intrusive is identified as a silica-oversaturated alkali copper-gold-molybdenum porphyry with strong 

similarities to the Cadia and Goonumbia deposits in Australia (Lang and McClaren, 2003).   

2009 

BACON/JAVA Minfile occurrence – north of Miller Creek (CDL project area) 
An airborne geophysical survey covering 62.6 line km at 100 m spacing to collect radiometric and magnetic data was 

completed over the JAVA claimblock. The survey covered 3 km by 2.2 km with lines spaced 100 m apart. The average 

terrain clearance was 42.8 m. The survey shows a strong 500 m x 300 m magnetic anomaly centered on the skarn 

occurrence (Ouellette, 2010).  

2013 – 2014 

A regional program of biogeochemical sampling of spruce bark included work at or near the current CDL property 

(Kreft, 2013). Prospecting and biogeochemical sampling traverses were designed to assess granitic bodies and 

positive aeromagnetic anomalies in the area. Two anomalous areas were identified from bark analysis. 

B. Kreft (YMIP 2014-022) commissioned a combined magnetic and radiometric airborne geophysical survey over the 

CDL area north of Miller Lake to follow-up on the spruce bark sampling and further examine the gold-copper 

porphyry potential of the area. This survey covered a much larger area than the 2010 program, roughly 8 km x 6 km, 

but with a 200 m line spacing. The average terrain clearance was 40 m.  The radiometric data appears to be useful 

for differentiating discrete intrusive bodies (Kreft, 2015). The southern intrusive body has the strongest magnetic 

high and potassium anomaly.  

No further mineral exploration work in the area north of Miller Creek is documented.  

With only seven drill holes to date, work on evaluating the potential of the areas north and south of Miller Creek is 

still at the embryonic stage. The area south of Miller Creek over the Teslin Crossing Pluton is now held as the DDH, 

STAR and STARS claims by Archer, Cathro & Associates. The area over the BOND/BACON/JAVA area of interest north 

of Miller Creek is now covered by the CDL 1-36 claims. 

GEOLOGICAL SETTING AND MINERALIZATION  

Regional Geology 
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The CDL property is located at the northern end of Stikinia Terrane, part of the Intermontane region of the Canadian 

Cordillera. The Triassic Lewes River volcanic arc evolved during the Middle and Late Triassic and eventually eroded 

into the adjacent marginal basin through Middle Jurassic. The basin is now called the Whitehorse Trough. Figure 4 

shows the regional geological setting. 

Figure 4  Regional Geology in the CDL area (from GeoYukon) 
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The following rock units are found in the CDL area (Colpron, 2011): 

EARLY CRETACEOUS 

EKqG Goddard Suite (138-136 Ma) quartz-phyric rhyolite and rhyodacite dikes 

  

MIDDLE JURASSIC 

MJqb BRYDE SUITE: undeformed volcanic rocks 

Teslin Crossing Pluton: medium to find grained, equigranular leucocratic monzonite, 

syenite and granite and related dykes of dacite to andesite porphyry with euhedral 

andesine, hornblende and locally quartz in aphanitic greenish, or gray groundmass 

  

LOWER TO MIDDLE JURASSIC 

JLt LABERGE GROUP 

Tanglefoot Formation: poorly sorted, medium bedded to massive lithic sandstone and 

minor mudstone with interbeds and thick members of resistant heterolithic pebble 

and boulder conglomerate, calcareous siltstones, minor ash and crystal tuff; coal; 

limestone 

  

UPPER TRIASSIC 

 LEWES RIVER GROUP 

Aksala Formation: mixed clastic-carbonate assemblage divisible into three dominant 

facies including calcareous lithic sandstone and locally thick carbonate 

uTAKc Casca Member: brown mudstone, black and minor red siltstone, greenish-grey, 

calcareous sandstone and interbedded bioclastic, argillic limestone; igneous or 

limestone clast pebble and cobble conglomerate, laharic debris flows; rare feldspar-

augite porphyry flows. 

uTAKh Hancock Member: massive to thick bedded limestone; minor thin bedded argillaceous 

to sooty limestone; coarsely crystalline, massive dolostone, minor laminated chert, 

massive to poorly bedded, limestone conglomerate debris flows and fanglomerate; 

calcareous sandstone. 

  

Property Geology 

Recent work by the Yukon Geological Survey has enhanced knowledge about the geology underlying the Miller 

Creek area. The Teslin Crossing Pluton is identified as belonging to the Bryde suite (172-168 Ma) of alkalic post-

collisional plutons that intrude Stikinia and Cache Creek terranes and Whitehorse Trough. A bedrock geology 

compilation map of the Whitehorse Trough (Colpron, 2011) and recent bedrock geology mapping and investigations 

in the area east of Lake Laberge (Bordet, et al., 2019) have led to a better understanding of the regional geology and 

structural features. Of particular interest is a new aeromagnetic survey (Kiss and Boulanger, 2018) over a broad area 
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of southern Yukon, including the Miller Creek area. Property geology knowledge was further enhanced by the 

aeromagnetic survey by Kreft (2015). 

A series of Middle Jurassic monzonite, syenite and granitic sills  intrude Triassic Lewes River volcanic units intermixed 

with limestone and Jurassic Laberge Group sedimentary rocks on the CDL property. The intrusive rocks are thought 

to be related to the Teslin Crossing Pluton suite of volcanic rocks. Northwest trending structures include a thrust 

fault contact in the area of the skarn zone and a syncline in the Laberge sedimentary units in the west CDL area. 

Early Cretaceous rhyolite and rhyodacite dykes are noted on Bordet, et al., (2019) in the project area. 

Thin section petrography indicates a series of lapilli tuff, andesite, monzonite on the property. Triassic Lewes River 

Group limestone is noted in the north and east part of the property and in the south overlooking Little Miller Lake. 

Relation of the rock units to each other and an understanding of the structure is limited due to lack of outcrop. 

The original DC Syndicate “Bacon” Minfile occurrence 105E 027, is recorded as chalcopyrite and molybdenite in dry 

fractures in a monzonite stock cutting andesite volcanic rocks and greywacke. According to the file, andesite float 

containing chalcopyrite was reported west of the original BOND claims, but DC Syndicate’s soil geochemistry 

program did not locate a specific area of interest. 

Skarn mineralization consisting of massive chalcopyrite and sphalerite with elevated silver, gold, and bismuth was 

identified in the northern part of the CDL area (Ouellette, 1997). Rock samples collected during this time returned 

values up to 18,031 ppm copper, 7.1% zinc, 31.8 ppm silver, 1639 ppb gold and 1513 ppm bismuth. 

A second skarn zone was identified late in the program on the far south of the claims, overlooking Little Miller Lake. 

A sample of bleached and limonitic, medium grained dioritic rock with minor malachite staining was collected 30 m 

east and downslope of the second skarn zone during Camdan’s 1999 program; however no significant mineralization 

was identified. The area of the second skarn zone corresponds with anomalous bark samples collected by Kreft 

(2013). 

EXPLORATION PROGRAM - 2019 

The 2019 CDL project exploration program was based from a camp located at the highest point in the area, central 

to the claim block. The area was traversed on foot from the camp, with access to the distal parts of the claims 

difficult due to long distances through thick bush (Figure 4). 

Three workers performed a combination of prospecting and soil geochemistry from September1 to 6, 2019. A total 

of 94 soil samples were collected along UTM grid lines, along the cutline established in 1997 and in opportunistic 

locations. Seven rock samples were sent for assay from a much larger number of rocks brought back to camp for 

detailed examination. Six rocks were sent to VanPetro for thin section preparation and potassium staining. These 

thin sections along with sixteen thin sections and polished mounts from the JAVA property prepared in 1997 were 

examined and described.   

A Niton XL3t portable hand-held XRF was used in the field to provide rapid qualitative evaluation of soils and rocks. 

The information provided by the XRF was useful in confirming anomalous areas, and could be used to adjust soil line 

locations and lengths. XRF readings were taken for 30 seconds through the soil sample bags, and high values of Pb, 

Zn, Cu and As used as indicators of mineralization. Rock samples were also analyzed by XRF, and this information 

was used to reduce the number of rock samples submitted for assay.  

Geochemical results are shown in Figures 6,7, and 8. 
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Figure 5  CDL Property Waypoints and Features 
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Figure 6   Copper in Soils (Soil sample number: ppm) - North 
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Figure 7   Copper in Soils (Soil sample number: ppm) – South 
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Figure 8   Copper Values – Rock 
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2019 Soil Geochemistry 

A total of 94 soil samples were collected along UTM grid lines at 50 m spacing, along the cutline established in 1997, 

and in opportunistic locations. Soil sample locations and descriptions are presented in Appendix A. Samples were 

collected with a narrow spade from as deep a hole as practical.  Care was taken to avoid organic soils (locally over 30 

cm thick) and the White River ash layer (up to 10 cm thick), and to seek angular pebbles indicating proximal 

material. Samples were placed into kraft paper bags along with a unique sample tag. The sample number was 

written in felt pen on each bag, and sample sites were marked in the field with numbered flagging tape. Sample 

location was determined by GPS and recorded along with sample depth, colour and texture. A photograph was 

taken of each sample site in the field, along with the sample material.  

Sample preparation, analysis and security followed standard procedures; Bureau Veritas Minerals in Vancouver 

completed the analysis. Details on laboratory procedures, including quality control and results are attached in 

Appendix A. 

2019 Rock Geochemistry 

Seven rock samples were sent for assay from a much larger number of rocks brought back to camp for detailed 

examination. These rocks were known to be mineralized based on visual and XRF examination. The rock samples 

were sent to Bureau Veritas Minerals in Vancouver for analysis, after preparation at their Whitehorse facility. Rock 

geochemical results and quality control information are presented in Appendix B. Results from the NITON XRF probe 

in camp are in Appendix C. 

Four of the samples were collected from the JAVA/ BACON area within or proximal to re-discovered prospecting pits 

near the skarn occurrence discovered previously. The camp and helicopter pad from 1999 exploration was located 

along with several hand dug pits (Ouellette, 2000). The 2019 analyses confirm the mineralized nature of this area, 

with highly anomalous values for Mo, Cu, Pb, Zn, Ag, Au, W, Sb and Bi. This showing appears to be skarn and 

endoskarn associated with a biotite granite.  

Table 2   Rock Sample Locations and Descriptions 

 UTM WGS 84 Zone 8V  

Sample East North Type Description 

65707 505150 6808457 float Chips of cobbles from pit dug at site of rusty cobble on 

surface. Limonite-rich rock after sulphides. Some c.g. 

white marble. Non-magnetic.  

65708 505154 6808458 float Chips of cobbles from old prospecting pit 5m downslope 

from 65707 under root of large tree. 50cm x 15cm x 20cm 

deep. Some red-brown garnets and dark grey-green skarn. 

Some biotite-quartz endoskarn (?). Non-magnetic.  

65709 505156 6808465 float Chips of cobbles from old prospecting pit 50cm wide x 

75cm high dug into bank. 2 rock types: (A) dark red-brown 

garnet skarn, non-magnetic. (B) Light orange-brown to 

light grey endoskarn. Biotite-quartz- rich w/ dissem. F.g. 

sulphides. No fresh surfaces seen, breaks on rusty 

fractures. One cobble with green malachite stain.  

65710 505204 6806723 outcrop Chips of skarn-altered (?) crystal tuff. Trace f.g. sulphide. 

From OC36. Non-magnetic, variably calcareous. NOT rusty 
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weathering. Dark grey-green c.g. rock w/ c.g. hornblende.  

65711 506167 6806323 outcrop Chips from outcrop and rubble from steep hillside 

proximal to recessive linear. Rock is rusty w/ Quartz vugs. 

Protolith indistinct, hard to get a fresh surface.  

65712 505132 6808538 outcrop Panel Chip of 3m x 3m outcrop (OC10). Fine-grained pyritic 

hornfels, very rusty. Rock breaks on rusty fractures, so 

hard to examine. No skarn minerals observed. Boxwork 

limonitic pockets up to 10cm after sulphides. 

72866  505034 6807753  outcrop  South facing exposure on steep cliff overlooking creek. 

Lapilli bomb tuff – rounded pebbles up to 4 cm, large 

feldspar crystals, calcite. Non-magnetic. 

 

Petrography 

Most exposures in the CDL project area tend to be homogenous in appearance, with diffuse textures and can be 

challenging to identify. Six rock slabs from 2019 were sent to Van Petro for thin section preparation and potassium 

staining with cobaltinitrite. These thin sections along with fourteen thin sections and two polished mounts from the 

1997 JAVA program were examined and are described by Dr. T. Liverton, along with photomicrographs in Appendix 

D. The precise locations of the 1997 rocks are not known, but are plotted on Figure 5 from Ouellette’s 1997 report. 

The 2019 sample locations and rock descriptions are presented in Table 3. An example of the effectivness of thin 

section analysis is shown in Figure 9. 

Table 3   CDL Thin Section Locations and Rock Descriptions  

  UTM WGS 84 Zone 8V 

Section Rock # East North Description 

C1 R 2 505195 6808497 Biotite-granite boulder, non-magnetic.  3m from anomalous 

soil #1961167.  

C2 OC 3 504852 6807208 Black hornfels? w/ hard black matrix, 1mm white fspar, minor 

Q eyes, possible crystal tuff, f.g. pyrite, possible trace 

chalcopyrite. Non-magnetic. Some black "shale" layers with no 

sulphides or c.g. fspar or Qtz. Ridge crest runs 090 degrees.  

C3 OC 7 505465 6807862 1m diameter outcrop orange- weathering monzonite. No 

quartz noted. White fspar with black non-aligned hornblende 

to 5mm. Non-magnetic. Similar but larger outcrop 10m NW.  

C4 OC 29 504769 6806108 15 x 3m sloping outcrop & float monzonite. Coarse-grained 

feldspars, <5% Qtz, biotite & hornblende. Non-magnetic.  

C5 OC 30 504709 6806153 40 x 10m slope outcrop monzonite. Hornblende & biotite, 

magnetic. 30m upslope is huge monzonite outcrop w/ 20m 

cliffs x 100+m.  
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C6 65708 505154 6808458 Cobble from old prospecting pit 5m downslope from 65707 

under root of large tree. 50cm x 15cm x 20cm deep. Dark grey-

green skarn (?). Proximal to garnet skarn and biotite-quartz 

endoskarn. Non-magnetic.  

C7 OC 28 505272 6806709 10 x 2m cliff outcrop. Bomb tuff, crystalline matrix, non-

magnetic, with patches hematitic & limonitic boxwork after 

sulphides.  

 

 

Figure 9   Latite Tuff - thought to be a monzonite in the field 

INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Surface evaluation of the CDL project is significantly hampered by a combination of dense vegetation, few rock 

exposures, and glacial till. Soil sample results were muted, as other geologists and prospectors in the area have 

noted.   

The JAVA skarn area first discovered in 1996 was located and sampled. Rock samples 65707, 65709, 65709 and 

65712 returned copper values of 272.4 to 2772.2 ppm. Sample 65707 contained anomalous lead (336 ppm), silver 

(6.5 ppm), gold (82.6 ppb), and bismuth (160.8 ppm). This skarn target is limited by the narrow width of host 

limestone observed in this area, which has tapered from more than 500 m to 1 km to the north to less than 100 m 

(?) at the skarn.  The skarn is located at the southern termination of the limestone where it pinches out. It also 

appears to be associated with a biotite granite, therefore not alkalic. The abundance of various metals at the skarn 

including zinc, is also not indicative of an alkali copper-gold porphyry. This target appears to have limited size 

potential and is low in copper and gold.    

Two rock samples collected on the south slope of the property overlooking Little Miller Lake returned 82.0 ppm and 

50.6 ppm copper respectively. Previously, Ouellette (1997) noted two rock samples from the south slope that 

returned 721 ppm and 481 ppm copper (93 ppm bismuth and 76 ppb gold). The soil geochemical results from 2019 

show elevated copper in this same area. This area also corresponds with anomalous bark samples (Kreft, 2013) and a 

favorable underlying magnetic and potassic airborne geophysical signature indicative of an alkali copper-gold 

porphyry.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

The primary focus of further work should be on the intrusive body underlying the southern third of the claims which 

is highly magnetic and highly potassic, as seen in the airborne survey (Kreft, 2015). This body is thought to have the 

highest potential for an alkalic copper-gold porphyry.  

A camp could be located in or near the southern area of the claims. From this base, reports of limestone, skarn 

mineralization and copper-rich rocks (Ouellette, 1997) could be verified and re-interpreted in light of the more 

detailed airborne geophysical survey information and petrographic analysis available. Some of the stronger 

biogeochemical anomalies in this area reported by Kreft (2013) could be prospected, with soil geochemistry to 

confirm. The existing historical cutline could be cleared and extended one km north to provide for better access 

through the dense vegetation. Specialized soil geochemical analytical techniques are recommended for the CDL 

project area to test their effectiveness in penetrating the till blanket. 

The limestone at the north end of the claims should be examined for large-scale skarn mineralization. The ridge 

immediately north of the claims should be prospected to the west where another strong magnetic anomaly is 

present. This ridge should also be followed to the west, where relatively abundant outcrop is present.  
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